
THESIS STATEMENT FOR PEARL IN THE SCARLET LETTER

The Scarlet Letter is full of rich symbolism, so I might suggest a thesis statement that makes an argument about how
Pearl is symbolic of certain things.

She asks them pointed questions and draws their attention, and the reader's, to the denied or overlooked truths
of the adult world. Throughout the book, both shadow and light are referenced in multiple different setting and
for various different reasons. It is the most public place in the Puritan society and used for torture of the
sinners as they walk up the steps and stand there for hours at a time. Because of her strength, humbleness, and
loyalty, Hester Prynne single-handedly overcomes the struggle and hate of a Puritan society Pearl is somewhat
of a minor character in the book, but obviously a very important one. He confesses his sins in the end and feels
deep joy and freedom in his heart. Hester is not only shameful but also corrupt, for she invests herself to the
lover of her child. Often these obstacles appear when she is in the forest, making it a very critical locality in
the book. According to some critics, Pearl symbolizes truth and the natural word because she is not
contaminated by society in any way. Pearl symbolized as the second scarlet letter to Hester by a reminder to
what she had done. Thesis ideas for the scarlet letter! As a result, Pearl is born and Hester is forced to where
the scarlet letter. Pearl then screams and shouts at her mother for what she had done until she puts her letter
back on. Several of the victims inflicted with isolation throughout the novel were ultimately met with their
inevitable downfalls. Pearl is shunned from society because of her mother's sin. In the novel, the three main
characters, Hester, Dimmesdale, and Chillingworth, are struggling the battle of sin and the consequences that
come about. It was meant for a blessing, for the one blessing of her life. One of the most prominent, and most
complicated, of such symbols is the scarlet letter "A". So what makes isolation in The Scarlet Letter nbsp;
thesis statements in literary analysis papers â€” The Syracuse City is the announcement of your analytical
argument that you intend to make and prove in Hawthorne 39;s use of symbolism in The Scarlet Letter falters
and ultimately breaks down with the introduction of the character Pearl. Hester B. Hester refused to reveal the
father of Pearl. Conceived by lust. Her love for nature and freedom, her spirit, her wildness, her loneliness and
separation from the world, her curiosity, and her innocent but symbolic comments reveal her distinct
personality Hawthorne creates a mood by using the, "sadcolored," garment and, "gray, steeplecrowned hats,"
to give the reader a feeling a gloom and sadness In Nathaniel Hawthorne's novel, The Scarlet Letter, several
characters serve as models of sinners in agony from their error. Apart from Hester Prynne, the woman who
bears the shame of the Letter A, her daughter Pearl Prynne is also an important character closely connected
with the symbol of sin in the book. It starts off with a woman named Hester Prynne. Emojis can portray the
feelings that the sender is texting effectively, therefore avoiding possibilities of miscommunication. A minister
of Boston, Arthur Dimmesdale, had an affair with Hester while believing that her husband, Roger
Chillingworth, had died. Ultimately Hester overcomes the shame associated the scarlet letter and creates a
sense of family for herself and Pearl One of the most complex and misunderstood symbols in the book is
Pearl, the illegitimate daughter of Hester Prynne and Reverend Arthur Dimmesdale. She is first described as
the infant, " Her actions not only represent what she is as a person, but what other characters are and what
their actions are. In the midst of this small community is Hester Prynne. Throughout the story, she develops
into a dynamic individual, as well as an extremely important symbol. This is demonstrated by her odd
behavior and drastic mood changes. With strong presence of over 15 years in the custom-writing industry,
Superior Papers is one of the most reliable services PhD amp; MA Essays: You may need to tailor it
spcifically depending upon what the instructor is asking. Hester decides to leave her husband behind to
migrate to Boston. Pearl is shunned because of her mother's sin. Pearl is doomed from the beginning to be evil.
Despite this, there is one main struggle that dominates throughout the book. Adultery and Hypocrisy are two
such sins that are the main focus of the plot. Society does not accept the fact that Hester has committed the sin
of adultery so they cast her out by making her wear a scarlet letter 'A' across her chest.


